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	Welcome to Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 on Demand, a visual quick reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with Dreamweaver CS6. This book provides complete coverage of basic to advanced Dreamweaver skills.


	You don’t have to read this book in any particular order. We’ve designed the book so that you can jump in, get the information you need, and jump out. However, the book does follow a logical progression from simple tasks to more complex ones. Each task is presented on no more than two facing pages, which lets you focus on a single task without having to turn the page. To find the information that you need, just look up the task in the table of contents or index, and turn to the page listed. Read the task introduction, follow the stepby- step instructions in the left column along with screen illustrations in the right column, and you’re done.


	If you’re searching for what’s new in Dreamweaver CS6, just look for the icon: New!. For Dreamweaver CS5.5, look for the icon: New5.5. The new icon appears in the table of contents and throughout this book so you can quickly and easily identify a new or improved feature in Dreamweaver CS6. A complete description of each new feature appears in the New Features guide in the back of this book.
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Comprehensive coverage of everything you must know to pass CompTIA's A+ exam


	A+ is the gateway certification into many IT careers, and interest in certification is exploding. This bestselling A+ certification guide is updated to cover the new A+ exam. It includes the new Windows coverage and reflects the revised emphasis...
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Guerrilla Travel Tactics: Hundreds of Simple Strategies Guaranteed to Save Road Warriors Time and MoneyAMACOM, 2004
" This book has given me countless ideas for making my next trip easier and less expensive."     

       Guerrilla Travel Tactics is the most comprehensive book ever written on finding travel bargains. It will help any business traveler survive the rigors of the road, optimize logistics, and get the most for every...
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Scripting in Java: Languages, Frameworks, and PatternsAddison Wesley, 2007

	Java is an excellent object-oriented programming language. It has provided many benefits to software developers, including a good object-oriented approach, implicit memory management, and dynamic linking, among others. These language characteristics are one of the main reasons for Java’s popularity and wide acceptance.
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Google Power Tools BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The most thorough and comprehensive guide to Google 

Expand your world with the dozens of Google tools, applications, and services you'll find in this comprehensive book. Going well beyond the basics of search, this in-depth resource shows you how to access and apply every one of Google's features-things like Gmail, Google Maps, and...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-442): Designing and Optimizing Data Access by Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
Announcing an all-new Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help  maximize your performance on 70-442, one of the required exams for the  Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) Database Developer  certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide,  plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed...
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Modeling Risk: Applying Monte Carlo Simulation, Real Options Analysis, Forecasting, and Optimization Techniques (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2006

	This completely revised and updated edition of Applied Risk Analysis includes new case studies in modeling risk and uncertainty as well as a new risk analysis CD-ROM prepared by Dr. Mun. On the CD-ROM you'll find his Risk Simulator and Real Options Super Lattice Solver software as well as many useful spreadsheet models.
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